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A Change is A-Coming
Dreamstreets had been around now for about 45 years. Mostly we’ve been a printed
publication, but we’ve delved into broadcast media and a tiny bit of television.
We’ve also produced some videos, and we’ve sponsored a few series of public
readings. We’ve dipped a bit into local literary history, as well as histories of local
music and visual art. Considering all that, we believe we’ve got a pretty good view
of the local cultural environment over the past half century, if not over more than a
century that had come before.
We have come to realize that perhaps we’ve got to the point where we can
digest all to which we’ve been exposed and begin to comment and come to some
conclusive notions concerning our cultural environment. Beginning slowly with this
issue of Dreamstreets we plan to embark on a new perspective while, of course,
continuing to publish local literary art, both current and occasionally from the past.
The first hint of those changes will be found on the next page.
Regarding the current issue: the cover art has been provided by Delaware
artist Jay Massey. Jay, who lives in Smyrna, is a self-taught artist who is the younger
brother of renowned poet Joseph Massey.
Among those who are appearing in Dreamstreets for the first time is
Mary Pauer, who has lived in Delaware for 40 years. She tells us that she has
“mucked stalls for more than 30 years, and thought it was hard work. After
writing for 10 years [ . . . ] knows shoving words around is harder.” Isaac Brown
Jr. has lived in New Castle for 40 years, writes poetry, plays, and song lyrics.
He wrote and published the book I See You, A Poetic Experience, and provided a
chapter in Let Us Make a Man (Spoonfed Motivation Publications). Mary Ellen
Gambutti lives in Lewes. She writes personal essays about her adopted life in
the 1950s and 60s, searches for her birth parents, and is a mid-life stroke
survivor. She is widely published and her memoir I Must Have Wandered: An
Adopted Air Force Daughter Recalls is awaiting publication.
A note about my own contribution to this issue is “The Bard’s Ghost.” It is
the first, and perhaps the only, publication of a new chapter from the second edition
of my novel Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul, and it parallels and fulfills the chapter in the
first edition entitled “The Final Passion of John Lofland.” It reveals the name of
the woman in Lofland’s final love affair and who actually existed. After the next
issue (Dreamstreets #71) the entire second edition of Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul will be
a completed publication, though in pieces scattered about.

–– Steven Leech
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New Scope, New Schedule, New Submission
Policy for Dreamstreets
With over 40 years’ experience ensconced in the Delaware arts community, we at
Dreamstreets are confident that we can successfully expand our frequency and
scope to include more commentary and on a broader field: reviews, criticism,
and history of music, theatre, literature, cinema, or whatever some artist gets
away with, to paraphrase Marshall McLuhan. And we’ll need you to pitch your
reports, critiques, thoughts, and hallucinations anent artsy doings in and of
concern to Delaware. While critiques ought to be candid, if you think the work’s
trash, find another work, one worthy of our reader’s attention, and leave your
trash for another to treasure. “Pitch” is an operative word here. Rather than labor
by lamplight for what might forfeit sunshine, tip us off first, though we’ll still
take stuff on spec. To make this easier, we are converting to year-round
submissions, and we’ll publish whenever we’re ready—more often, we expect.
We’ll be crating the new cargo in Dreamstreets #72 sometime later in 2022.
We aim to remain progressive, diverse, averse to anything racist or sexist,
unafraid of being edgy, and a vehicle for art marginalized by the insular esthetic
of Delaware’s political economy as well as its insular geography.
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES (Please have the courtesy to comply with these
carefully. They are simple and make our job much easier.)
We accept literary submissions in any genre, including criticism,
reporting, and commentary from and of concern to Delawareans and those in the
Delaware Diaspora. We solicit our own visual art. Generally, we do not reprint
previously published contemporary work although one previously published
poem in a sequence of unpublished poems might be permissible; just make sure
we know, so we can give credit. Our reading periods are now year-round. We
tend to publish a summer issue curated without submissions.
Send up to 5 poems of no more than 5 pages, not including your cover
page. For prose, 15 pages is roughly the limit although more may be acceptable if
the work is exceptional. For criticism and commentary, it’s wise to query first.
Begin no more than one poem on each page and make your stanza breaks
clear. Send your work to dreamstreets(dot)press(at)gmail(dot)com AS A SINGLE
ATTACHED DOCUMENT in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx). PLEASE, DO NOT
MAKE US OPEN AND KEEP TRACK OF SEVERAL DOCUMENTS. Write
“Submission” in the email subject heading. IN YOUR SINGLE DOCUMENT,
include a cover page with name, address, phone number, email, and a short bio
of 50 words or less, and indicate your connection to Delaware. Those who need
to use snail mail may address a hard copy of their submission to Dreamstreets
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Press, P. O. Box 4593, Newark, DE 19715. Double space prose, single space
poetry, use 12-pt Times New Roman font, and remove extra space between
paragraphs. Align text left, except for special or unusual typography, in which
case, we may have to work with you to render it faithfully. DON'T CAPITALIZE
TITLES unless that is your intention.
Simultaneous submissions are fine, but please let us know in your cover
letter if you are courting another and inform us immediately if your work
becomes elsewhere engaged. We reserve first serial rights until publication,
when all rights revert to the author. Our rights include electronic as well as print
publication and magazine re-prints. Please give Dreamstreets credit if you republish your work. Our editorial committee will review your work and get back
to you before the next issue.

Comments about Dreamstreets #68
I’m very happy to again have a poem of mine in
such good company!
–– David Kozinski
I’m equally pleased to be featured in the same issue
of Dreamstreets as so many fine writers!! And we
love the artwork by Ms. Hegadus!
–– Jamie Brown

Debbie Hegadus
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Michael H. Solomon,
Artist
Michael Solomon, who died on July 12,
2021, was a beloved member of the local
artists community, especially among
those associated with Wilmington’s
Creative Vision Factory. Solomon’s
artwork dots the streets of the city. Aside
from being a noted muralist who created
the Kalmar Nyckel mural on the Eastside
and one at the Sarah Pyle Academy,
examples of his mosaic artwork can be
found throughout Wilmington’s
downtown and other locations. As
demonstrated by the tribute poems
published here, this much-loved artist
has been sorely missed by his colleagues
and those who appreciated his works.

"You’ll Never Know." Tribute poem for Michael H. Solomon.
You’ll never know . . . how many people are touched. Are moved. Every time, you
spread love. Every time you, show kindness. But it ripples. It spreads. It echoes.
Across the world. Across the galaxy. Across . . . the cosmos. You’ll . . . . never know
. . . . how many . . . are in . . . fluenced. By your smile. By . . . your handshake. By
. . . your kind words. I would guess . . . . it would be a lot. Yeah. A hell of a lot. Oh
yeah. You’ll . . . never know . . . how much you're loved. No. Not until . . . its too late.
Way too late. Too late to say it. But I'm so glad I did. Yeah. I did. And you did to.
Yeah. Thank you brother. Thank you. You’ll never know . . . how your name brings
. . . . smiles to faces. How your voice soothes and heals. How your presence brings joy
and laughter. Yeah. It's a real shame that . . . you’ll never know. But I'm happy . . . that
I did. Others did to. And I'm happy . . . . to have known you. I love you and miss you
brother.
How much?
You'll never know.

–– Pharaoh The Poet (Pharaoh Sanders)
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Missing you
I will write a poem, I will sing a song,
For I just can't believe that you are gone.
You were patient, you were gifted, that's a fact.
How I wish our prayers could bring you back!
You're remembered by all the hundreds you aided,
And receivers of art that you created.
You reached out to others twenty-four-seven,
I have no doubt you have a place in Heaven.
You were generous and caring, charitable and kind,
A moment's contemplation brings your image to my mind.
You are missed, there's a hole in my heart just for you,
I was awe-struck at your motivation, inspiration, too.
It's your endless mercies that survive well past your mortal death,
And you fought head-on and always showing people just your best.
Your kind acts and words survive and thrive within our grateful souls.
Your example is inspiring, making others seek their goals.
I remember all the quiet times when we two were alone,
Now I'm missing you and thinking that you've found a sacred home.

–– Ken Segal

Michael H. Solomon R.I.P.
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Saved by Madame George
Bert Moniz
The rocks in Sudbury, Ontario,
are blackened by metal sulfides
giving them the look of a lunar
landscape. It was no
coincidence the Apollo
astronauts trained there. But
this stuff is priceless because it
contains nickel and copper and
precious metals.

It was that time for late night
radio with haunting sounds
and insomniac DJs. A long
melancholy song began to play,
massaging my exhaustion.
Slipping the stick into D, tires
creaking on hard packed snow,
I drove far into the country,
miles from hotel and twinkling
town lights. Riveted by the
song and the moon, the black
rocks transformed under
silvery glare into an eerie blush
of bluish white.

I was working for the nickel
company and was sent from
Toronto on different occasions
to inspect critical refining
vessels that extract these
valuable metals.

The song was Madam George by
Van Morrison. It still gives me a
chill. Who is this Madame
George? Was he a she? A drag
queen or a whore? It was of no
concern, because despite my
mental state, I could now see
with absolute clarity: I would
whip that thermal fatigue
cracking problem.

On a particularly stressful
evening in deep winter, I was
instructing welders struggling
to restore the interior of a
reactor made of stainless steel
that had developed thermal
fatigue cracking.
At midnight I quit my shift,
showered, and did my utmost
to scrub the black metal
sulfides permeating my pores.
I trudged to the frigid parking
lot and slumped dirty and
defeated into the car. Cranked
up the heater and scoured the
dial for fitting music.

Thermal fatigue cracking
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e. jean lanyon
THE MAGIC
LANGUAGE
On view April 9 – August 7, 2022

The Delaware Art Museum
celebrates the career of e. jean
lanyon with this Distinguished
Artist exhibition. This exhibition,
e. jean lanyon: The Magic
Language, will feature the
artist’s illustrations, which
utilize that essential element of
art, the line, to deftly convey a
story. The Distinguished Artist
Series is a celebration of those
artists who have impacted
contemporary art in the greater
Brandywine Valley through their
artistic practices, teaching, and
support of the community and
its various institutions. With
her deep ties to the visual and
literary arts across the state
and her commitment to sharing
her knowledge with numerous
students, e. jean lanyon’s
legacy is rooted in the artistic
communities of Delaware and
surrounding states.
2301 Kentmere Pakway | Wilmington, DE 19806 | 302.571.9590 | delart.org
Image: Cover, 1981, Illustration for Tangent (June 1981). e. jean lanyon (born 1935). Ink on paper, composition: 13 1/4 ×
8 1/2 inches, sheet: 17 × 14 inches. Courtesy of the artist. © e. jean lanyon.

Nina Bennett
Daily Walk
Early morning sun plays hide and seek with clouds
as I walk my neighborhood. Two bunnies nibble clover
on my front lawn, scurry into a bush as I approach.

Not ready to crack open the day, I wave rather than call
good morning to a neighbor as he fetches his newspaper
from the bottom of his driveway.

I pause to tie my shoelace, notice green shoots peeking
through a straw blanket where another neighbor has seeded
a bare patch. As I run my hand through my hair, my fingertips

remember last summer, two months post-chemo, remember
wisps of hair pushed through my naked scalp.
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Bohemian Rhapsody
When I die I will come back as the sunrise,
await my cue stage left while the moon
sinks lower and lower, slides behind
distant trees. I’ll glide to center stage, pause,
curtsy, spread my petticoats, layer upon layer,
leave contrails like melted orange sherbet
as the pulley lifts me above the horizon.

Franetta McMillian
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The Bard’s Ghost
Steven Leech
Does one dream of ghost? Theories already exist that concur with the one that
dreams are the brain’s need to rid itself of clutter from waking’s detritus, and thus
dissolve into a new day after sleep, or clues concerning one’s physical and mental
health. They tell us about unresolved issues we carry from consciousness that will
recur until resolution. Could dreams have psychic dimensions, those dreams that are
especially vivid and could presage an important event?
There is the theory that dreams can exceed the boundaries of time and space,
those especially lucid dreams remembered and easily recalled for days and even
weeks afterward. Dreams, by definition, can also exceed the time frame of our lives.
In this imaginal realm no time is manifested by the progression of events, or the
process of aging, or the various cycles in nature or physics. It is only the perception
of time that fills the void ineffably permeating the entire cosmos. Here is found the
repository of all dreams containing all we know or don’t know in that vast meadow
anchored and tethered by the stars.
Suppose one had a particularly cloying dream about being in a familiar
building: the house where one grew up, or a place of business or employment. Yet
the house was decayed and marked for demolition, or the store was empty and
abandoned, or things had been rearranged. Might not these dreams have placed one
in these locations at a different time, and under a different circumstance? Could not
our spiritual being be transported over a period of time to view this or that site? In
these dreams devoid of people, or at least be populated by unrecognizable people,
what if a person in the dream saw you? Who would they be seeing? Thus being a
spirit body emanating from a dream, might that person believe they had seen a
ghost? Might not a haunting be the result of someone dreaming from some other
place, from some other time?
John Lofland woke from the dream to the peel of church bells. It was Sunday,
th
the 27 of August in 1848. The dream was fading, feathering across sunlight and
evaporating into the heat of the late summer day. He could only remember the
interior of the store, the smell of grain and muslin mixing with tar and horse manure
wafting in from outside. In that secret knowledge that fills the dream world he knew
the store was in Milford. He stood without body, only eyes. Edgar Poe was standing
there with him, and behind them Poe’s older brother Leonard. He had never known
what Leonard looked like. He had died before Lofland knew Edgar. Leonard was a
ghost in the dream. The store was empty of customers in the morning before it
opened. And there was Sallie Ann, married now, and the husband bringing up to
date the day’s ledger. Neither saw him or knew he was there when he woke.
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Lofland’s latest story published in The Blue Hen’s Chicken, “The Slave, or the
Ways of Providence,” had caused quite a satisfying commotion among the
Abolitionists whose champion, Thomas Garrett, had been embroiled in court
litigation, while free and furloughed Negroes were celebrating the Big Quarterly
along French Street. Now he was making plans for his next story, based on true
circumstances and for which he needed to travel to West Chester, in nearby
Pennsylvania.
After changing trains from his return from West Chester on September 8th, and
settling in his seat, a young woman who had got on after him was walking down the
aisle looking for a seat. She was slight with thick brown hair flowing wind blown
crazy, cold gray eyes with fair complexion. For Lofland she was attractive with
mildly haughty manner and firm full lips. She found a lone seat behind him.
He could feel her presence there the whole way to Wilmington.
When the train arrived in Wilmington and he left his seat to disembark, a
slight rustle of clothing from the seat behind him meant that the woman was also
disembarking and was directly behind him. When he got to the exit of the train car
he used his turning toward it to glance back at the woman. He caught her gray eyes,
no longer cold but filled with subtle tricks in movement. She made slight
smile. Lofland nodded almost tentatively, gesturing with outstretched palm and
fingers close to his body and said eloquently, “Apres vous.”
Moving quickly past him she replied, “Merci, monsieur.”
Her voice was thin, yet sweetly fragile. When they were both on the platform,
she turned to him.
“Vous parle Francaise?” she said. She had a small embroidered valise in her
hand with a polished wooden handle, not large enough for him if he could relieve
her of the weight of it, even with the his old medical bag he’d carried to
accommodate some toiletries.
“Oui, mais en peu. However I usually prefer the ease of English,” he replied.
“That’s fine,” she said curtly as they began walking through the station. She
added, “You have business in Wilmington, sir?”
“Yes, “ he replied, “but I live here as well. And you?”
“I live here as well, but I go to school in Philadelphia.”
“Oh,” delighted Lofland, “Might I ask what you are studying?”
“Rhetoric and English literature at the University of Pennsylvania.”
“Oh my,” he replied finding a path to continue, “I also was a student there
many years ago.”
“Really,” she said slowing their pace. “And what did you study?”
“Medicine.”
There was a pause that was long enough before he might elaborate.
“Then you’re a doctor?’
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“No,” he chuckled feeling a bit of secret embarrassment, “merely still a
student, informally so.”
He suddenly recalled how Poe had nearly divulged his true identity in the
opening paragraphs of his story “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar,” referring to
him instead as the medical student “Mr. L__l__.”
When they arrived outside the station Lofland hailed a coach for her.
“My name’s John,” he advanced the words with sudden dignity while trying
to swat away a sense of himself an old fool. “Might I ask how you’re called? ”
“Mary,” she replied with a sheepish smile.
When the coach arrived, he offered his arm to ease her boarding.
“You did not intend the coach for yourself?” she asked.
“No,” bowing slightly and smiling in likewise manner, “for my lady Mary.”
She did not accept the offer of his arm. She gave the driver an address on
Shipley Street. So close, thought Lofland.
“And for yourself?” she inquired.
“I shall walk. I live very near and it’ll give me opportunity for musing.”
The driver shook the reins and they left. And muse, John Lofland did.
It had been a short walk from the station to the room provided by his employer
William Jeandell at 2nd & Tatnall Streets, short in distance but long on musings, each
taking over one another and again returning. Jeandell was The Blue Hen’s Chicken’s
publisher and Lofland’s patron.
He mused about the woman he’d just left only a few moments before, her
presence still warm in his memory before turning to that cold old recurring memory
of Sallie Ann from long ago in Milford. Early on he and Poe had commiserated
together on a common theme for both of them, one that had bound them both to a
life burdened to a long smothering, inescapable grief. Poe’s brother Leonard had
even managed an attempt to soothe Edgar’s misery by publishing the revenge story
“The Pirate,” in which a pirate named Edgar had to live his life in exile because he
could never return after murdering the woman who chose another over him. It was
grief brought on by fathers whose judgment played against them both, and of
daughters in the bloom of youthful love gouged for the purpose of dry and steady
loveless commerce, with a husband they had to learn to love. For Lofland it was
Sallie Ann Mitchell. For Poe it was Elmira Royster. It was the common spark that
drove each man’s creative impulse.
“Come and live in Baltimore,” Poe once exclaimed to him one late spring day
in 1829 under the lilacs. It had been shortly after his first success in Milford. The
Bard received guests in his garret. One visitor had been Poe.
Then Lofland’s thoughts turned back to Mary. He knew where she lived. So
close to his office at The Blue Hen’s Chicken, and hope warmed him again. Then it
turned to cold sweat when the malady and his advancing age occurred to him.
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When he got to his room at Jeandell’s house he began coughing
uncontrollably. It was exhausting him, and after it subsided he collapse on the bed
and fell asleep.
Mary Jane Windle lived on the east side of Shipley Street, just above its intersection
with 7th Street, and nearly across the street from The Blue Hen’s Chicken office. She
lived and grew up in a boarding house operated by her mother Catherine Windle, a
mantuamaker by trade. Also in the household was her sister Elizabeth who was
eighteen months younger and worked as a housekeeper while her mother was doing
a brisk business making undergarments for the women who frequented the small
shop at street level. Mary, who had been born late in years for her mother, barely
remembered her father. He had died of consumption when she was a toddler and
Elizabeth was only beginning to walk.
Catherine carried on, bringing up the girls while renting out rooms and
plying her trade. Before saving enough funds to send the smarter of her two
daughters to college, both women proved industrious. Mary kept the books
immaculately, and even after beginning her studies at the University of
Pennsylvania, she’d return intermittently to bring the ledgers up to date.
Her duties provided Mary with a great capacity for perseverance and a good
work ethic. However, through her studies she had hoped to one day leave the
mediocrity of Wilmington where those stiff drab Quaker matrons smelling
of pressed linen and rose water, and those otherwise unimaginative pedestrian
ladies droned on in whispers and gossip behind cheap paper fans.
In the dream placid green mountains were all around in golden sunlight. Lofland
met her in the gazebo with the sunken floor of polished bricks a few steps down. It
was Mary. They walked toward a long white building, elegant with a colonnade
along the first of two stories. Smaller buildings surrounded a horseshoe pattern in
front. Could they be cottages? She took him to a masked ball inside. All were
dancing a quadrille, but there were pauses for short conversation. Each
conversation, aside from masks and costumes was with a person Mary knew. A Peri,
she called the display. There was the enormously browed man with cutlass and
pistol in his belt who extolled upon Captain Kidd and Davy Jones. Then came a
man from Richmond dressed as a t u r b a n e d Turk a n d with a tethered mulatto
slave from Greece, but really from Arkansas. Through gauze came Titania,
Queen of the Faeries, with the Grand Lama, both from Richmond. From
Louisiana came Sappho, and from Baltimore came the Bride of Spring in a white
spangling dress and regal rose blossoms.
“Look,” Mary said, “there’s Amy Robsart, Leicester’s hapless wife standing
in Kenilworth’s deserted halls.”
Lofland remembered Sir Walter Scott’s work.
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Even Joan of Arc strode through from her father’s little garden, from dreamy
contemplation among voices, then surrounded by gendarmerie, to flames
salaciously licking the stake to which she’d been bound.
The room where he and Mary swam through miasma became firm and filled
with chamber music. Ex President John Tyler had just walked past them. Then came
capering through the quadrille a tall woman, thought Lofland strangely to himself,
appearing as a dromedary in a flock of sheep, like Aaron’s rod she was transforming
before his eyes.
“Why,” exclaimed Mary, “it’s Miss Lucy Stone!”
Lofland noticed only her simple magenta mask. She briefly looked at him, her
ice blue eyes through the openings of it across her face. Then she said, “Women have
too much of the dove and too little of the serpent.”
Lofland woke from the dream. The late afternoon sun was slanting across the
floor.
Later that evening, when the festivities had subsided, Lucy Stone asked Mary
whom that man with the plain gray coat standing with her was.
“What man?” Mary said, “There was no man standing with me. I came here
alone.”
The date was September 9, 1856, and the place was White Sulphur
Springs, Virginia.
It did not take long for Lofland to realize that he was smitten by Mary Jane Windle,
though he had yet to know her full name. It took only a short time after that to learn
more about her. The address she had given to the driver, after all, had been only
across the street from the offices of The Blue Hen’s Chicken, and he had some idea
why he never encountered her during his two-year residence in Wilmington.
First he considered sending her some flowers, but paused after remembering
what had happened back in April when he had sent flowers to one whom he favored
after a short interlocution. She had refused his gift and drove him to write in verse:
“Lady, the bloom Of flower in bloom, Too well do mark my bloom of years, For tho’
the sun, Of love begun, May it rise in bliss, it sets in tears.”
“ . . . my bloom of years . . . ,” Lofland rolled the words over in his
mind. Mary Jane, he thought, was maybe twenty years old, certainly a
maiden in full bloom. He had just turned fifty years old. He still felt love in his
heart in spite of the strife and trauma visited upon him, and he still felt passion in
his soul in spite of the palliatives, what he called “the Grand Turk and Sir Richard
Rum,” which he’d adopted in the past to keep his passions at bay. Yet, it was no
use. The waves kept lapping the shores.
By mid September, Lofland had moped long enough. One Sunday morning
while most were at meeting or in church and the sun had risen in a clear sky and the
air was warm and he was free from fits of coughing, he decided to walk down to the
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greenery around the Brandywine where it babbled among the rocks holding fast its
quick flow.
Not far from the flour mills and the mansions of Brandywine Village, where
the foliage begins to thicken he saw a familiar person sitting on one of the smooth
rocks along the Brandywine’s banks. He was delighted. That person was Mary Jane
Windle. She was a bit startled when he broke her reverie, but then broke into a
welcoming smile.
“Hello again,” he began. “May I join you for a few brief moments?”
She swept a portion of her skirt aside closer to her body as invitation to sit.
He felt a slight urge to cough as he lower himself.
“I must confess that I found that my place of employment is close to your
mother’s place of business. My full name is John Lofland and I fill a space at The Blue
Hen’s Chicken.”
“Oh yes,” she smiled more broadly, “I know your work. I remember reading
your stories ‘Ono-Keo-Co, or the Bandit of the Brandywine’ and ‘Manitoo, the
Indian Beauty of the Brandywine, and Wild Harry of Wilmington,’ and here we are
at the scene of each of them.”
He felt the flash of flattery swell lightly. He’d encountered such a lovely
prospective new paramour who remembered those stories. He quickly felt the need
for reassurance and substance for conversation.
“You liked them I should assume?”
“Oh yes,” she responded, almost bubbly, “the romance between the
aboriginal and regular folk intrigues me. I hope one day to write about Pocahontas.”
“Then you write as well?”
“Yes,” she replied, “but I don’t think it’d do me well for it to stay here, in this
drab city.”
“Yes, would you rather be in Philadelphia?”
“No,” Mary snapped. “It’s more of the same.”
“Then where?”
“South,” she seemed curt with her answer, but only because he was anxious
and quick to follow.
“Like Baltimore,” he began. “I’ve lived and worked there. It’s more lively
than this humdrum place. The reason I’ve been able to find a livelihood writing here
is because I had success in Baltimore. I understand your conclusions.”
“No,” she was quick to answer, “not Baltimore. Too many shiftless darkies
there. Further south, Virginia, where our country was born. Where people are more
refined and appreciate the finer things in life, and where well ordered frivolity
relieves and refreshes the drudgery of maintaining order. Where,” and she sniffed
the air contemptuously, trying to be polite, “the little children of Africa know their
place in society.”
Lofland was stung. Maintaining order, as she put it, was often with the crack
of the whip, and the place of bound Africans was to produce wealth for the southern
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aristocracy. Then he softened the sting in his mind. She’s so young, he thought,
tempering his disappointment with reason. She’s still susceptible to learning more of
life’s lessons. It was his rationale for continuing interlocution, and to dredge up
some good in her. He shifted the subject to one they may have more in common.
“Have you read much of Lord Byron?” he began. “He may be too stimulating
for many in this city.”
“Indeed,” she replied. “Too stimulating for many and, perhaps, too daring
for me to fully appreciate, though his verse, I daresay, excites me.” She paused with
a wry smile looking toward the rushing water near her shoes at the edge of the rock,
“But let that be our secret.”
She giggled a bit for punctuation, and Lofland felt some relief.
He continued to bring up those fashionable figures of current literature and
found delight in her wit.
About Shelley she responded, “Poor starry eyed boy.”
And Coleridge, “Smashing good story, The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner.”
Wordsworth, “Worth every word sculpted into colorful song. All so green
and idyllic.”
Longfellow, “Wonderful rhyme master and story teller.”
He dare not mention Whittier for fear he’d break the spell and spill disdain.
He now knew more about her than she may have realized. He was falling deeper in
love.
“But to my sensibilities,” she ventured, “the greatest of all of those great
poets was Milton. Such vision, more than Blake. He saw the majesty of Heaven in its
fullest light and the foibles of mankind in every subtlety of its imposed darkness.”
“True,” responded Lofland, “May Milton cast a long shadow over all poetic
endeavor. And what about storytellers, those who wrote with prose?”
“Oh,” she beamed, “none can do better than Mary Shelley . . . “
“Oh yes,” clamoring in on the heels of her enthusiasm, “Frankenstein is more
than an enthralling story, but brimming with philosophic questions for the ages.”
“Yes, that a man could play God and be so self absorbed that he not consider
all the consequences.” Then not allowing him to expound, she asked, “But have you
read The Last Man? I think it may have been more frightful, at least in a more real
sense.”
“I’ll admit I have not,” He replied, feeling a little remiss.
“It did not reach the same level of stature,” she commented. “Misfortune did
not befall a single creature, as in Frankenstein, but an entire nation.”
An afternoon chill went through both, perhaps spawned by hunger. Mutually
they decided it had become long in the day, and the rock upon which they sat
became hard. A short distance away, by the bridge that crossed the Brandywine,
they caught a coach. This time they shared it. On the way back to Shipley Street she
remained quiet. Lofland had the impulse to hold her hand, but refrained, not
wanting to possibly break the spell. Let it work its own magic, he thought and so he
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remained quiet, feeling a bit feverish and fatigued. At their destination he graciously
bid Mary adieu, declared he’d enjoyed the afternoon and she agreed she had also.
He had no reason to enter The Blue Hen’s Chicken’s office, and wobbled back
to the Jeandell household, had a small supper, and collapsed in his bed, fully clothed
but smiling, before the sun set.
The dream had a joyous setting. Without body and with eyes only Lofland knew he
was in Washington D.C. at a reception for the Senator from South Carolina. Slowly
his body began to fill itself in and he had realized his hands wore white gloves, and
people referred to him as Caleb but no one saw him, including Mary who was
greeting formal and fancy dressed people in the room full of lively chatter. All
glittered under candlelit crystal chandeliers. On silver plates were pyramids of bonbons and vibrantly colored candied fruit. Lofland felt he might be important but
only pretended so. He realized the only person he knew was the little African boy,
maybe eight years old, keeping time to the banjo and violins music perfectly,
his dimpled face g r i n n i n g w i t h all white teeth against his deep black skin.
Later the boy garnished himself with chains of laurel dancing behind the
orchestra’s platform, a child of Africa. His master, looking kindly, patted the boy’s
ample nappy head. The boy’s master was the same as Caleb’s, who heard his
name called to him from behind with a refined southern drawl. It was then
that Lofland awoke in a cold sweat.
For the next couple of weeks, while the coughing spells and the cold sweats
increased in frequency, he did not encounter Mary. She had returned to Philadelphia
to continue her studies. He could not have known she’d been drawing close, as well,
to William Gibson, Professor of Surgery at the University.
It was a chilled wet day in early October that a feverish John Lofland decided
he had to seek a palliative, thus breaking his pledge of temperance to William
Jeandell. He felt he could and must do so surreptitiously.
In Danforth’s Apothecary he purchased a small flask of laudanum. Just as he
was putting the flask in his pocket, he turned and saw Mary. She had been looking
at him without his notice.
“You use that?” she asked without proper greeting.
“Why, what a surprise, Mary, after some weeks,” he replied, then referring to
the purchase, “No not usually. An old malady has revisited me.”
It was the first time he had bent the truth.
“With my training in medicine,” he continued, “I’ve determined this will do
me well.”
Both had left Danforth’s together. He asked her if she could join him for a cup
of tea and she accepted.
At the tearoom she confessed that she had been drawing close to Professor
Gibson. Though Lofland had presented himself as a magnanimous presence in her
life, he was crestfallen and didn’t care that it might be obvious in his manner. He
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had thought more and more about her over the hiatus of a couple weeks, the smells
she gave off, her thick hair, and her sensuous mouth most of all.
Included with his thoughts about her were the ruminations over his own past
relationships with women. How he adored so many over the years. In some ways it
had been as if his unrequited love for Sallie Ann Mitchell had spilled over, always
seeking to be quenched, never finding a woman who could match her. Even in free
and easy Baltimore were there any who could make him forget, forgive or ease his
longing. He had to come to terms that he was getting older. Was he the old romantic
fop he feared he was becoming in those moments of self-pity? Was he being the fool
he could not see? The women of Wilmington loved him, so it seems at times for his
poems and stories but disdained the man when he made gestures with romantic
overtones. He had begun to doubt himself as a man when Mary Jane Windle came
into his life. And now he had openly equivocated. Doubt tempered those
irrepressible yearnings. Why couldn’t they just go away? Well, at least, the
laudanum might help.
When he got back to his room he took a couple of spoonfuls of the laudanum.
That old warming sensation was soothing. The familiar glow emanating from
the color of things softened his face melting it into a faint smile. He lay on his bed
and felt his body shed itself of tensions to which he’d become accustomed over the
past two years. He let his eyes close, giving into a dream state followed by sleep.
In the dream he was with Poe. However Poe did not have his usual dour face.
He seemed to convey an inner peace.
“Come my old friend,” Poe said to him in that sonorous voice with the
Virginia lilt that Lofland enjoyed hearing again, “we’re going to see about my
daughter.”
“You have no daughter,” Lofland heard himself saying.
“In death you learn what you did not know in life,” Poe responded with that
nearly forgotten flash of sadness in his face for only a fleet moment.
Next they were in a room that seemed nearby. Poe began to address a
black woman, who looked startled yet unafraid. Lofland estimated she looked
to b e about fifty years old, though her eyes seemed youthful and wide with
wisdom, her mouth supple and almost fixed with a smile, a n d her black mat of
hair gave off a faint scent of macaroon.
“Don’t come any closer,” Poe said to her. “There is a threshold that is not the
time for you to cross. I have come to you to tell you that our daughter is safe.”
Poe went on talking to her, but his speech was garbled in Lofland’s mind.
After a moment she looked at him, seeing him standing next to Poe. When Lofland
opened his mouth to speak, he awoke. He was confused. The laudanum had played
a trick on him. Though confounded, he soon dismissed the dream’s content as
rubbish.
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In the week that followed while Lofland worked on his story “The Broken Heart, or
Virtue Triumphant in Death,” for which he had travelled to West Chester to obtain
particulars, his consumption of laudanum increased helping him to overcome the
coughing spells and feeling feverish.
His story revolved around an incident about a young woman and her
employer, who was also running for public office. In the preceding weeks before the
election the candidate was subjected to published attacks and malicious gossip
alleging an illicit affair with the employee. Ironically, or perhaps purposely, the
employee’s name was Mary Mandeville.
Lofland had a knack for involving himself in his stories, identifying
himself or someone near, whether in time or space, with his fictional characters. In
the story, the allegations, though false, have enough credence to be believed by
enough people to threaten the candidate’s, Mr. Whitfield, chances. The ultimate
victim is Mary Mandeville, who dies of a broken heart because she had acquired
a bad reputation that proved impossible to overcome.
But it was Lofland who was dying of a broken heart, and the
consumption had merely hastened it. Ever since he moved into Wilmington,
innuendo followed his every footstep, the gossip in the minds of proper ladies, his
grotesque romantic overtures, his garish manners, his seemingly pretentious
pronouncements at public gatherings. In spite of this, his writing and poems
were admired in secret among lonely ladies and young dandies who dare not
stray from the conformity that protected their standing among their peers.
The day after the first installment of “A Broken Heart” appeared in The Blue
Hen’s Chicken, William Jeandell dropped into Lofland’s room
Jeandell was pleased with the success of Lofland’s story. Copies of the
issue sold out and more copies needed to be printed, but that wasn’t the
reason for Jeandell’s visit.
“I’ve arranged a room for you at Nicholas White’s boarding house,” Jeandell
disclosed. “I have received word that you have begun using laudanum once more,
and per our agreement, I can’t have my wife and children in proximity. I appreciate
your successes, wish it to continue, but I can’t allow you to remain in our
household.”
Lofland was both shocked, then dismayed, but soon pleased with the move
because Nicholas White’s boarding house was only a few doors from Catherine
Windle’s establishment. Under the cover of the immense success of “A Broken
Heart,” Lofland quietly made the move of residence.
That first installment of “A Broken Heart” had been published on November 3, 1848
by design. On November 7th, Delaware voted for a Whig Party candidate of
political necessity and apparently an apolitical war hero Zachary Taylor over
Democrat Lewis Cass and Free Soiler Martin Van Buren. On December 1st, the
publication of the final installment of “A Broken Heart” brought even greater
acclaim.
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Throughout November, between the euphoria from laudanum and elation
over the success of “A Broken Heart,” Lofland felt liberated from the coughing spells
even though they periodically revisited him until the stage came when he was so
sated with intoxication that the price it exacted became due. His spirits began to
droop.
The first frost had bit Wilmington just as hard, by close proximity, as it had in
Philadelphia where Mary Jane Windle was closing in on finishing her studies while
moving away from further liaison with Professor Gibson. He had found greater ease
with the secretary, Miss Abigail Fisher, who was more pliant and willing to seek
opportunity for advancement at the behest of a successful man. For all his education,
William Gibson was a neophyte to the ways of women’s wiles. He had waited until
Mary was ready to depart for home to deliver the confession that his attention had
been swept away into the affections of another. Mary naturally was heartily
heart broken. For days after, she fell into deep pits of weeping.
One gray afternoon in early December, feeling empty of the exuberance
afforded by his regular ration of laudanum, Lofland found Mary sitting
forlorn with a faraway misty glare at a far corner of the parlor of his rooming
house. The room was quiet. He galloped through a quick series of emotions
through the cloud of ennui, first surprise, then delight, all before he gave notice
of himself. Then sensing the weakness of the moment, both hers and his, turned
to that calculating impulse that the waning of intoxication often elicits.
She noticed him, nearly without response but with a soft surprised gasp, as
he sat on the couch near her. He noticed her eyes glazed with tears.
“I am sick, Mary,” he began in a low voice while looking at his hands in
his lay. “Will you not pity me?”
It was easy for her to respond with a reflex of giving up and a sense of freely
letting it come out. They were both hurting inside.
“Yes, John, I do pity you with all my heart, for I have need to pity myself. I
am persecuted without cause on account of one who addressed me. If we have not
mercy for one another, how can we expect forgiveness?”
As he saw tears well up in her eyes he moved closer to her. He did not
inquire why she tried to keep from crying. He only felt the raw emotions of the
moment.
“Oh Mary,” he sighed deeply, incidentally surprised it hadn’t led to
coughing, “I am a child of error. I grieve to think it.”
“Yes,” she managed to smile a little, relieved to be delivered from her own
woes, and to respond to another’s troubles, “it is a pity that a man of your talents
should indulge in the tincture of the poppy.”
“But, Mary, know you not that with the talents of an angel a man may be a
fool? It is so, as I have seen in a thousand instances.”
“Oh John, quit the palliative that eases the pain of the body but poisons the
soul.” Then sensing without caution yet with certainty the nature of his true anguish
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carelessly continued, “Should you ever find love, leave that which drives love away.
Many ladies of beauty, education and elegance would freely, fondly love you, if only
you would reform your life.”
“Oh my dear Mary,” he moved closer to her, close enough to take her hand
and bring it to his murmuring heart. “I have you now. Will you love me? Yes my
adored girl, will you give me that fond little heart, which I now feel beating against
my own?”
He slid closer to her.
“Oh say, Mary, could you love me with that singleness and devotion which
belongs to woman?”
“Yes,” Mary responded almost inaudibly. Her eye seemed to shine inside
him. “I could love you with all my heart if you would but renounce what you call
dreaming from the Grand Turk. I could give you all my heart, for the first time we
met I felt that there was a kindred spirit in us, and a sympathy of others if only you
would not drink any more. You know you have many friends who grieve over your
errors.”
“Have I any friends save you?” he asked.
“Who is not your friend? There is not a soul in this city, or this state, but
would breathe a prayer for your welfare, and you have so enlisted the ladies in your
favor, that they would do anything in their power to render you happy. Yes, John,
the ladies almost worship you.”
‘Twas only a passing observation, he thought, a response to the heart
tugging gleaned from his recent story. Sooner or later his antics will betray him.
Nearly as if she’d read his mind in the ease of the empty room she drew
closer, pulling his hand that she had held. Then she placed her arms around his
neck. It was more than he could bear. There were no more words left. An electric
spark tore through his heart. He leaped from the couch, took her in his arms, their
hearts beating against each other, and all awareness of the outside world fell
f r o m them in delirium of a single moment and the bliss of feeling her lips on his.
The kiss was deep with enthusiasm, tasting of tears and passion.
They did not hear Nicholas White, his wife, and two children in the room. In
their timeless deaf, blind passion, they could not know long ago they’d
arrived home.
The next day Lofland had begun to write his story about her, expounding
upon the truth behind the fiction and extolling upon her beauty, when she
unexpectedly entered his room.
“Mary, he said as he advanced toward her and kneeling before her taking her
hand, “Will you promise to burn the note that I may send to you this afternoon?”
The note read ––
My Dearest Mary,
I forgive you should you have inadvertently been remiss
in divulging any failings on my part. Please burn this note, and
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scatter the ashes. I wish as a token of our shared amour, a lock of
your lovely hair to keep close to my heart always.
And he signed the note, “Lothario.”
Before the day was done, an envelope scented in lavender was
delivered. Inside was a lock of brown hair.
The lock of hair became more than a token of their bond. It became a token of
fond hope in the midst of growing gossip that had precipitated as a consequence.
Out of thin air, seeping in from the whispers of proper ladies and tobacco dribbling
grumbles of men on street corners, John Lofland’s recent dalliances and reports of
recent intemperance dredged up old rumors that muffled the popularity he’d
enjoyed recently from his printed word.
What a fickle populace, Lofland thought. My words in ink capture
people’s heart, but my life poisons their minds.
Of course, none dare make accusations public, but in private were
the recurrence of old stories of his dissipations in Baltimore as a gun toting, rum
and laudanum-swilling libertine. A cad who, even now, was spoiling the purity
of a virtuous young woman, and who relentlessly had sought liaisons with every
woman he’d ever encountered, leaving in his wake a path of broken blossoms
and tear - soaked snot rags. Even the lesser, though meanest, accusations surfaced
that he was a half-breed and a “nigger lover” who sought to smear impurity upon
virgin virtue.
The talk he’d detected drove him to the only recourse he had at hand. It was
the hand that held the pen and the pen would tell his side of the story.
It was a frigid mid December afternoon in waning sunlight with frost etching
the windows that he began writing.
There was no good cheer for John Lofland during the Christmas of 1848. He’d
just finished writing the first installment of “The Betrayer, or The Fair
Penitent of Wilmington” just in time for The Blue Hen’s Chicken’s December 29th
publication date.
The New Year of 1849 found Lofland’s disease worsening. The
coughing spells became more frequent, often with hemorrhaging of blood. The
cold sweats chilled in the shivering frost beaten back by a vigorous fire in the
Franklin stove in his room, to which he would constantly feed wood with clammy
trembling hands.
He must finish by the light of the oil lamp on his table after coughing
and sputtering phlegm and blood during meager daylight hours. He wrote
feverishly in both mind and body.
The night after New Year’s Day, and w i t h an ounce of rum to help
him sleep, Lofland dreamed.
In the dream the air was gray, but there were gray forms moving behind the
fog, black stripes defined the movement. And there was noise, like gunshot and the
clanging of metal hitting metal. And there was the smell, first of spent gunpowder.
He knew that smell from those days in Baltimore when he packed pistols under his
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coats and fired them in the woods. The smell mixed with something more
recent. It was rot like the phlegm and blood he’d begun to cough up in
profusion. He could taste it in his mouth. It all began to swirl past him, quicker
and thicker with the deafening noise of gunfire, and he felt the anguish of the
tearing apart of kindred souls deep inside him, and blood dripping red from St.
Andrew’s Cross spilling with stars, and those smells, musty and fetid like those
he remembered from medical school, were clogging his head, and men were
yelling, forcing themselves forward, falling with disease of torn flesh on churned
earth. Then suddenly he emerged from the gray fog into a bare room, and there he
saw Mary. She had aged and looked gaunt. Her hair had thinned and was straggly.
There was an American flag hanging from the wall surrounded by black bunting.
Suddenly with frail hands she ripped the flag from the wall screaming, “I’m glad he’s
dead. The South has been avenged!”
Then soldiers in blue uniforms stormed into the room, and angrily pulled her
out, placing iron restraints on her wrists, during which she looked at him. He could
make out the one word she said to him, “Lothario.”
He awoke. A chilled shock tore through him. He was soaked in sweat. His
lungs filled with deep guttural rumbling and coughing that filled his sinuses with
putridity. He wrapped the blanket around his shoulders and made his way to the
writing table, turn the lamps flame up so he could see. With trembling hand he pour
rum into the cup and swallowed eagerly. It soothed his throat and suppressed his
urge to cough. He dipped his pen into the inkwell impatiently and began to write:
–– she was started – she felt that she was under the power of an enchanter! Her
gentle heart palpitated with love and fear! –– her soul was
Lofland collapsed into unconsciousness, falling off his chair and onto
the floor.
Three years after John Lofland was laid to rest in St Andrew’s churchyard with
the lock of her hair in his breast pocket, Mary Jane Windle set up
residence in Washington D.C. She had published two books containing fiction
and non-fiction. The first was Truth and Fancy in 1850. Around the same
time she arrived in Washington she began to develop an occasional cough and
slowly began to loose weight. In 1857 she published Life at White Sulphur Springs, or
Pictures of a Pleasant Summer, which contained her story “Pocahontas, A
Legend of Virginia.” The following year she became a columnist for The
Charlestown Courier, much of the writing from which was published in Life in
Washington, and Here and There in 1859. A year later she married Captain Daniel
McLain, who later had been part of General Robert E. Lee’s Confederate entourage at
the surrender proceedings at Appomattox.
A short article appeared in The Delaware Republican on May 15,
1865: Mary McLain formally Mary Jane Windle of this city, was arrested in
Washington, a few days ago, for tearing down a flag in the room she occupied, and using
disloyal language, having remarked in reference to the assassination of the President, she
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thanked God the South had been avenged, she had been praying for it. An application
for release under habeas corpus was refused.
One of the arresting officers reported that after she had been shackled and
was about to be removed from the room, she looked at the far wall and uttered a
single word, “Lotherio.”

Window Visit

Nathan Smith
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How to be a Cowgirl Even
Though You Grew Up in
Northern Jersey
Mary Pauer
Read all the magazines about horses they sell at the supermarket and study the
pictures. Decide the type of horse you look best standing beside and plan a
layout for the photograph you create for your next holiday card. Locate a
stationery shop that can do this as well as design custom note cards. Ask for an
equine figure entwined around your initials. The paper stock should be heavy
cream-colored velum. Don't worry about the expense as this begins your training
in the cost of being a cowgirl.
You should build a barn, cheaper, in the long run, than paying fees for
boarding as well as hiring some kid who has read Lonesome Dove to care for the
horse, which you will probably end up doing anyway because how often can
you muck without beginning to smell like those deposits (that's what they're
called) and stale urine?
Think of the word muck. Imagine the largest kitty litter box you can. If
this image disturbs, you might want a find a foo-foo stables that does
everything. All you do is show up, hop up and lope off as if you were born to be
Dale Evans.
After you decide on the breed and the color, you should purchase an outfit
and gear that matches the steed. You need to be fashionable. This includes
chaps, a saddle and pads, bridles, and reins. You may prefer matching
grooming and curry tools as well. The horse's cooler, basically a blanket with a
headband around the ears, that helps dry sweat, should also compliment your
color scheme.
Hats are their own category. While 1 OX Stetsons are top of the line, they
don't mold to your head easily. If you like a brim with a potato-chip curl,
you're better off with a straw hat, like the Texas Rangers wear.
Boots: riding and mucking. They are not interchangeable. The style of your
boots tells the world your discipline: reining, barrel racing, Western pleasure,
trail-riding, cutting. Purchase several pair, so you look as well-shod as your
horse. Match your saddle pad to your boots or go with a two-toned design that
picks up the color of your eyes.
Muck boots should be sturdy, comfortable, waterproof, easy to scrape and
clean. These are never to be worn in public.
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Back to the location of the barn. This means you leave the city and move to
the country, a place with trees, open skies, fields full of crops and plants that
shed seeds in the wind. Those with allergies should consult a physician before
moving. Take the prescription to the local pharmacy and stock up. It is difficult
for a beginning rider to hold the reins properly and snuffle around for a tissue.
Optional: really listen to classic country singers: Patsy Cline, Hank Williams,
Jim Reeves, Lefty Fizzell. Forget line dancing. Learn the Two-Step so you can
glide across the floor, your hand resting in the palm of his. Only dance with a
guy who knows how to press the small of your back with soft hands. He will
treat your horse well.
You can add to your cachet by learning the proper use and pronunciation of
"all-you-all" and "you-all." This sound may be similar to "youse," more familiar
to your Jersey-girl ear.
As often as your city friends promise, after their third visit, and so many
more bottles of wine, they find excuses not to make the long trip. Too much
work at the office. Needing to clean their apartment. Vehicular malfunctions.
Your more creative friends will invent impossible scenarios which you
pretend to believe. Practice dramatic phrases such as "how awful."
You are almost glad they cancel because they complain that your pull-out
sofa is lumpy and cleaning up after their visits consumes the entirety of your
free time. You are also hurt because Sally asks, "So, what's to do around here?"
You stumble to the barn or the stables—tears stab your eyes. The horse
nickers and presses his head against your shoulder.
It is time to make new friends.
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Elby Rogers
ANTEDILUVIAN
Noah, Noah, you’re just another man
For you, life is always over the top
I envy you your sea captain’s voyage,
But that underwater world was peaceful
It had something to do with playing God
Going beyond a provincial life
Into the stratus of the unconscious
Five times we’ve turned to the sea for refuge
Those hypnotic cumulonimbus clouds
Versus the boredom of a perfect day
Rain and wuthering seem to have won
After the flood, came those hurricane winds
You were invulnerable on the sea
Angels and demons sank to the bottom

AMERICAN MAGIC
A wave upon the surface of being
But there aren’t many colorful figures
In the undulating maelstrom of words
Forth through djinn outside of the oil lamp
Maim Roach, and he will suffer forever
Sometimes, one flower is like a cheetah
Animated collage is magical
Diamonds in the rough pattern recognitions
A rubber membrane, graphite on top
This will produce a peculiar waveform
In the Carter family song, a symbol
A last refuge for the terminal boy
Celebrating the life of Harry Smith
The music never materialized
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Jeffrey Little
(a critical reductive)
1.
my first word was farce
a critical reductive
paint roamed the crawl space
the tired gods named names
we lived in a blind silence
these were our blank years
science built a brick
six shrubs a fence and mailbox
couldn't walk through walls
lost to the dog star
we worked ourselves like vowels
thought i heard a hum
2.
crawled inside the soup
ambient radiation
field notes curl slowly
sempiternal drawl
concave this sound suggests trails
furred steam with rising
zombie number nine
pneumatic mail tubes ascribe
pawn to queen rook four
pedal tones know this
vibrations are rocket sleds
held the wall opens
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The Ahmed Quartet (for Pat Thomas)

I sat there, in the dark, listening,
the music
a music
a Dostoyevsky would make,
if Dostoyevsky were a Sufi mystic.
Day follows day follows day.
This is, in essence, a lie.
The days
fold, bleed through all the edges
and make a total mess of the math.
We sit in our circles and we count.
I counted, backwards,
from seventy,
once, sitting in a salt marsh of dark.
Doctors, soon priests, made mention.
The old Moroccan laughed in circles.
Inside of the dark is this other,
deeper
dark, and inside of that sits a piano.
We rattle some, and canter, and crow.
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Robert Fleming
seek & hide
bending behind me is my stalker
as i pretend 2 pee
i release nothing in 2 a urinal
& stalker, with 1 hand
or 2 in his jockey shorts
& as i fake-drop 1-last-drop
stalker grows limp.
at my lack of encouragement
i desire to be the object of stalk.
not this stalker
i lack gratitude
4 i am bald & fat
& pursued by rent-boys
of age, of a son
i never made.
at my gray age i desire a boy-man
but boys see me in-visible
& i find no parts of my stalker
2 my liking
& i tease him ‘cause he’s watching me
in the shower
i grab my man-parts
& man-seed 2 a man-boy i watched on the www.
i leave my juicy jockey shorts
4 my stalker
& i leave the locker room
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Poly-Mania
wife 1 loves wife 2
wife 1 hates husband
1 man and many women
assembly line sex
fraternal twin boys
many men and 1 woman
many husbands love many wives
paternity tests
many women and many men

Ishtar

Nathan Smith
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Ken Segal
The way things were
The way things were,
Men all had fur,
And claws and extra-sharp teeth.
We swung from the trees,
And were friends with the bees,
And we worshipped the Earth down beneath.
We all hunted in packs,
And chewed bones to relax,
And we set up our homes in some caves.
We’d fight another clan,
And when we won it, Man,
We would make all the others our slaves.
Now the things of the past,
They evolve pretty fast.
But we still will demolish the others,
Modern Man is insane.
Like the Biblical Cain,
We will murder, yes, kill our own brothers!
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My poor nose!
I fell, face forward, down the steps,
I thought I walked slowly, and yet
I launched off my toes
And went crunch on my nose,
Is it broken and swollen?
You bet!
It bled forcefully, hour on hour,
I tried everything in my power
To stop all the blood,
It rushed forth like a flood,
And I tell you, it made my mood sour!
Now it’s time that I need to heal,
Decent sleep and a healthy meal.
I apply ointment, too,
It’s a magical goo,
And may banish bad scarring, I feel.
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Clover S. Laurel
Obsolete
On the side of the highway,
Tucked under the grey wing of the guardrail,
A rectangular technological marvel rests.
Dressed all in chrome garb,
The item was cast aside
Nearly a decade ago.
Once regarded as the most coveted
Piece of modern machinery,
It connected countless individuals
Over insurmountable distances.
At its peak, it sang every day.
Now, it sits forgotten
By the passage of time.
Its screen has gone dark,
Its windswept body covered with dirt.
But it still remembers those old days
When it had its time in the sun,
Before a newer model came along
And stole everyone’s attention away.
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David P. Kozinski
Getting to War
You did not inherit the love
of keeping orderly books.
Admissions and accolades fall over your shoulders
down to your lap and into your pockets.
I offer the council of grand masters
and require nothing but proximity and time.
Again, a tongue reaches down from far above
to lick your ear with a mellifluous subornation.
Examine these directives. With your persistent
grin and my persuasive grip, everything is malleable:
just take up this pen and scratch. First, to intelligence,
then legalities, and later the shackles and car batteries.
Untouchable, we will teach them the price
of life, values of things, and take what we deserve.
Vessels gather in our harbors
like bright, bobbing ideas.
Days elapse in mumbo jumbo and the smoke of sacrifice
until all obstacles and omens are cleared.
Any provocation will suffice.
Find precursors in youth and flattering myths.
It is truly a blitzkrieg, lightning crosshatching the sky;
oil fires and dust, the spreading ink of glory.
Too late you blow open the vault and try every key;
box after box emptied.
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Necklace of Nightmares
“…Necklace of appalling nightmares / Blinded beaten mutilated
Your mother cracked an oozy fart / And out you came”
--- Guillaume Apollinaire

We spent lifetimes building pyramids
with bread crusts pulled from shining gutters
to the glory of unapproachable child-kings
who hung them on favoring constellations.
On the porch, wasp nests –
inhabited a season and abandoned – where mud
scraped from hawks and flung with tiny trowels
into corners of fascia and ceiling plank remains;
mud that cannot simply be bumped away
with dumb broom handles
or vacuumed off, must be pulverized
and scrubbed. It still leaves a rusty taint,
its tin-god stain.
Bully after bully dumped
all the pieces off the board, sopped up the gore
of another culture and plunked
his likeness in public squares, on currency,
on the skin or skulls of the resistant
while the humming grew neither louder nor softer
in the heat of construction.
One exceptional empire after another thrust
itself upward and outward on durable roads,
on bodies fed distressful bread
or harnessed wind and water; was powered by coal
coaxed and pulled out of the earth
like black teeth from the great hag’s mouth,
by oil flushing up like blood from her gums.
So the Cossacks spat
on the sultan’s gilded letterhead,
scrawled distain over the return address
and kicked back,
boots up on the ottomans
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waiting for a machine they couldn’t know
would cast them down and rattle
them into pulp at sixty rounds a minute.
On the porches of bungalows
commandeered for bureaucrats who took lunch
naked on the grass because they didn’t trust
their underwear not to be bugged,
we watch the bullet-shaped abdomens
and glistening wings trek
back and forth to the ceiling.

.

Franetta McMillian
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River Songs
Mary Ellen Gambutti
I venture into the rutted ground to explore the scrubby habitat of all that
crawls, creeps, and leaps—the insects of childhood: black beetles, prickly
caterpillars, roly-polies, katydids, and ladybugs. The barren plot beside our new
home is filled with more than my grown-ups realize when they call it the "empty
lot."
Three, going on four, my toes on the verge of lawn and dirt, I'm dressed in
plaid shorts and little else. The June sun warms my shirtless back. The only
mother in my conscious memory has brushed my light brown hair, and braided
the sides back into two bows, leaving loose curls to lie softly against my bare
shoulders.
Seed heads of tall grass tickle my legs, and with precision and a deep interest
I snip them with pink plastic scissors. And so, I claim this tiny wilderness as my
own. I don't yet know that my open-air laboratory is all that remains of an old
field, with its stubbles of oak, maple, and birch—their progeny of saplings. My
nature refuge is a new discovery.
I can hear Nana’s plain melodies as she works among her roses, keeping me
in her watchful eye. Fragments of songs in the old Czech dialect waft toward me.
I sing the melodies I've committed to memory from repeated play of my stack of
Golden records, and from the popular songs from our kitchen countertop
Stromberg-Carlson. Music comes from my heart, composed like a river swell.
Every second of the minute, every minute of the hour, every hour of the day, I love you.
Without knowing what I know—that I am adopted and loved—I twirl to the
scratchy rhythm of crickets, spin barefooted until I fall giddy in a heap of
happiness.

*
Lenni Lenape, the original people of New Jersey, the peaceful huntergatherers, camped along the Hackensack River. In the spring, mothers and
children sang while they planted their gardens, wove grass mats, and cooked
meals over coals. Fathers hunted with flint arrowheads, their voices raised in
song while they crafted tools of stone, wood, and bone. These gentle, nomadic
people canoed far downstream to spend summer along the eastern beaches, cool
themselves in saltwater, gather and feast on oysters and clams and wild plums.
When they returned upstream, they harvested their fall gardens, wild grapes,
and berries, and fished in the crystal freshwater river. Clans hunkered warmed
within their wigwams by fires vented to the stars. The forest provided plenty of
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deer, small mammals, and fowl, and the people subsisted on dried corn, beans,
and squash.

*
Sparrows sip the puddled rainwater in white birch clumps. The black-etched
trees with their fragrant, peeling bark, drop chartreuse catkins, and I cook them
in a tiny tin pot for my dolly. When wiggly seed heads turn ripe and brown, they
crumble in my fingers and I scatter them on the breeze. My lips and fingers are
stained by black raspberries. A brown rabbit shelters until dusk in her warren
beneath the thorny thicket. Mice skitter, their tracks alive with curiosity.
In time, Nana’s flowers need me to tend them, and there are weeds to pull.
There are ballet lessons in my black leotard, kindergarten, and new friends. In
our green Buick Special, we cross the Old Bridge in River Edge to shop in
Hackensack. From the bridge, I see families splash in bathing suits at the sandy
Steuben Landing and fish from motorboats.

*
David Demarest, a Huguenot, obtained a patent from France for land along
the Hackensack River, and French Protestants, Dutch, and Swedes settled 8,000
acres west of the Hudson Palisades in 1677. Entrepreneurship and industry
flourished along the Hackensack in New Milford’s colonial and revolutionary
times. The rich river bottom yielded the Jersey farmers’ wheat, corn, and
buckwheat.
A Dutch settler, Jan Zabriskie, built a grist mill in 1714 at Steuben Landing
and a dam to form a pond to run his waterwheel at high tide. Flour brought a
higher price to farmers who brought him grain. In 1744, a sliding draw bridge,
New Bridge, was built. It was the first crossing above Newark Bay. General
Washington made Zabriskie’s home his headquarters in 1780. After the war, the
Zabriskie’s returned to his home, and the mill and store proved vibrant. Heavy
sloops carried local products and iron ore from the mountains of northern Jersey
down to Newark Bay.

*
Dear child, you learned many were not yours, and not many were your own.
You came from somewhere else, but were fitting in. You came on the scene like a
star, with a curtain behind you. You knew the smiles, the songs. Your people
praised you. And, in those days, you learned you were not the same, and you
told your playmates you were not like them. You were different, but you didn't
understand the truth of why. The reasons were distorted. The causes unclear.
You were not always all right when the ones who were above you, hurt you.
When your tears were bitter and salty. You were special. Not like the others. But
who were you? Could you be someone?

*
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Like the Lenni Lenape, the colonists wove baskets from the hemp they
harvested from the woodlands. The Indigenous people fashioned the red
riverbed clay into pots and vessels to trade with the colonists, who described
them as the placid “Unami, people of the upriver." The Lenni Lenape tried to coexist with them but weren’t immune to their cruel treatment and their illnesses.

*
My parents didn’t believe that all our military family moves mattered much
to me. Children are resilient; adaptable, they might have thought. But, because I
had lost my first mother, I believe it did matter. I wanted to stay with my nana
in our New Jersey home where I felt secure.
Each time my dad said it was time to transfer, we moved. Places and
people always disappeared.All the changes and moves fed my wondering about
the lost ones. Though their faces were unclear, they appeared more often as I
grew older.
I kept my imaginings of a lost family secret. Private. If my adoptive
parents knew about my fantasy family, they'd be hurt. My birth mother and
siblings would have to remain phantoms. I couldn't share them with a soul.
At forty, I learned they were real, and that I could search for my
original mother. There might even be siblings, and I might have a chance to
embrace them all.

*
Scots-Irish from Ulster and Germans from the Palatinate sailed away from
persecution and war. Quakers and Presbyterians settled near the Philadelphia
port, some in Chester and Delaware Counties. They drove covered wagons
pulled by oxen southwest into Maryland on the Native American trail called the
Great Warrior Path. These rugged pioneers named this main route the Conestoga
Wagon Trail. It was the Great Valley Road out to Central Pennsylvania, down
the Appalachians through Virginia, the Blue Ridge, and through the North
Carolina backcountry.
Through Indian wars and Revolution, many of my ancestors trekked into
South Carolina. They farmed around the new city of Greenville and into the
fertile Fork Shoals at the confluence of Huff Creek and the Reedy River. These
were the rocky shoals that were well-used by the Cherokee people and early
pioneers. The old mill at Fork Shoals, powered by the strong current, began
operation in 1870. My ancestors called their home place "Grove."

*
I met her and my half-sister at the Greenville-Spartanburg Airport. Leila
Grace stood with her walker—her flaws didn’t matter—a dichotomy of power
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and fragility. Deep sadness and a down-to-earth demeanor. Spunk that
belied soft humility. She was my mother, the woman who gave me life.
Through my persistence, at last I was relieved of the burden of
unknowing. The ecstasy of our autumn, 1994 reunion arose like a phoenix from
mutual pain and loss. Our separation at my birth had harmed us both; our fate
sealed when she signed me away under the state's promise that she must not
hope to see me again.
We were alike in our brown hair and eyes, tone of voice, the lilt, and wit that
hid a quieter, darker sadness. I’d sensed the range of her high, strong voice—
a voice that sprang from the poor South Carolina mothers—in the radio's
honky-tonk, and the gospel hymns in church. I'd felt the hearty laughter that
rocked her. From within her womb, I'd felt her riled emotions, the clutch of her
heavy sobs, the grip of her fear, her anger, and her dread. I'd moved through her
restlessness. I'd heard her calls as she waited on servicemen in Greenville
and Charleston bars—the voices of carders and bobbin winders in the
Conestee Mill on the Reedy River where she worked with women like her,
who lived in shabby saltbox shanties with their millworker daddies. “I
wondered about you. I hoped you would have a good life."
Leila died a year after our meeting, at sixty-nine, my age now. Although our
time together was brief, her legacy was more than a wardrobe of
ordinary clothes, a few bits of costume jewelry, the cards and letters we'd
exchanged, and her lifetime of regrets that resulted in foggy memories.
The daughter she relinquished at birth belongs to her legacy, the daughter
who sought to find her and thus my identity, to learn our heritage—the
Scots-Irish voyagers, the pilgrims, farmers, musicians, and weavers. I have
done right by her and by myself.

*
Long before I played there, my empty lot lay in a Hackensack riverbed.
A summer gust that blew grit into my eye etched the earth for a brown
sparrow's dust bath. Redbirds and robins sang songs for me, and I for them.
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Donald F. Fry
2 Nuns Beneath 2 Crows
Tintinnabulation stirred the atmosphere,
two male crows’ claws alight upon the wires,
with ruler on a knuckle sound they land!
Then two nuns, a Mourning Dovish pair appear;
their habit is togetherness. Empire
of spires above, below snow gyred wasteland

is born. Jesuitically the awk, awk, awks,
corvid crows, “How many pinhead angels
perch?” Masticated sable roadkill gore,
descends beakforth, a snowman’s Cyclops eye gawks
from its aborted torso. Or devil’s
orb of coal, Xmas gift on stable floor.

Wind whispered words foredoomed like flowing blood
to end in an infertile period.
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David T. Shoemaker
Cancer
Cancer is an insidious process.
It begins small.
One or two deviant cells.
Corrupted in their nucleus.
The effect is small—
Barely noticeable.
Weeks go by.
These cells reach out,
Sharing their reprogramming
With their neighbors.
Growing new clusters.
Small masses become larger—
And start applying pressure
To the normal, healthy cells.
Pushing them aside.
At this point,
Some pain or discomfort
May be felt.
But it is transitory, fleeting,
Easily dismissed.
The cancer metastasizes
Moving into new areas of the body

Every State and County—

Growing in size and influence.

Is infected.

It spreads through the bloodstream,

At this point,

Through tweets

It is almost impossible to cure.

And Social Media

The treatments are harsh,

Until the entire body—

And tear the body apart.
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Robin Hill-Page Glanden
My Change - 1991
Underneath the artist’s hand,
He paints me with his knife.
He sculpts a revised profile.
I become his work of art
As he strives to make me happy.
It takes courage to change a life.
Courage to change your face.
Identity confused,
But vanity served.
Who am I now?
I became a creative mix of genetics and art,
A surgical inspiration.
I believe it’s good, but
Could it ever be the perfection I’d imagined?
The kids that teased me back in grade school
Said my nose was much too big.
I took that to mean I wasn’t pretty.
It took me years of contemplation,
Haunted by the ghosts of those childhood taunts and
Paralyzed by my fears.
Is it too late to change your face at the age of 36?
Isn’t it true that real beauty lies beneath the skin?
The beauty is my soul, my heart, my spirit, my courage.
Change is hard, but sometimes, change is for the better.
So finally, after so many years,
I made a decision and I made my change happen.
Then when all was said and done
And childhood hurts were long gone by,
One of the girls who had tormented me in childhood
Then later became a lifelong friend,
Saw my renovated face,
Studied it carefully and said,
“Hmmm ...Well, I think I liked your old nose better.”
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Dave Alden Hutchison
“The War on Christmas”
There’s a war on crumbling bridges and water mains of lead,
But there’s no such war on Christmas, that part is in your head.
There’s a war on police bias and things racist cops do,
But there’s no war on policing—that vantage is askew.
There’s a war on forms of bigotry dictating who can marry,
But the New Year is still happy, and Christmas is still merry.
So, if my “Happy Holidays!” rings offensive to you,
I only meant some reverence to other points of view.
For some of us are Muslims, Wiccans, Buddhists and some Jews.
We just want peace and kindness. You can greet me as you choose.
There is no war on Christmas, that’s a silly misconception,
a culture bombing talking point that leads a bad direction.
There’s a war against the decency to each we should extend.
But no bloody war on Christmas. Let’s make that nonsense end!

Polar Bear Christmas

Nathan Smith
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Isaac Brown Jr
“Dollars For Clunkers”
Please stop going to clubs looking like easy prey
And stop trying to find true love
From those who have lost their way
Stop hiding behind walls built with self-doubt and fear
Reinforced with clunkers
Love brought with cheap wine and beer
Now you are in a loop where you never get far
But there will be no escape until you know who you are
When you don’t know your worth
You will be called by any name
Being called his bitch won’t hurt
When you think you are the blame
The world is much more than an emotional bunker
For there is a safehouse free of dollars for clunkers
You will discover this place when you discover yourself
But there can be no peace when you act like cheap help
You freely give your cherry
Like it’s worth a penny on a dollar
Sleeping with Tom Dick or Hairy
Anyone who makes you holler
Even so, you give dollars for clunkers
Because you don’t realize
The clunkers you sleep with
See a clunker in their eyes
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“I Am That I Am”
What you call me
Retarded, stupid, ignorant or slow
Does not matter
If you call me red eyed, slant eyed, cross eyed
Runt, giant, skinny, fat or extra wide
It, does not matter
And I will not hide
I may be the whitest white, the darkest black
The reddest red, the yellowest yellow’
Or the odd man out albino fellow
Still, it does not matter
Call me outsider, different, inferior and sad
Even if you profile me guilty of everything bad
It does not matter
Because in your ignorance, pride and insecurity
You project all the ugly you are on to me
And you are far more screwed up than what you think you see
But it does not matter
Because I am that I am
Consequently
Only God can change or define me
And He has already defined me:
“I am that I am, a Perfect Me”
And that is all I will ever strive to be
Amen.
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“linguistic dexterity, and exceptional musicality. . . . a wild gumbo
of characters and adventures, politics and class, and the absurdities
and cruelties of modern life”
—Jim Daniels, author of Birth Marks and Gun/Shy

Order from your local bookstore or bookshop.org

"A mean-spirited fate flings a web of malice and hatred. How far can it reach?
How many will it ensnare? A masterfully written novel.”
––Arabella S. Bianco
“A non linear novel, yet layered like the petals of a lotus. A personal history made
of elaborate metaphors. Begin anywhere, end up somewhere.”
–– Steven Leech

Get your copy from: https://www.saltwatermedia.com/shop/
for-the-children-of-the-lotus-by-douglas-morea

